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Abstract
For an n-dimensional simplex in the Euclidean space En, we establish some
generalized Finsler-Hadwiger inequalities. By using these inequalities, generalizations
of some well-known important inequalities for simplices are obtained.
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1 Introduction
Let ABC be a triangle (in the Euclidean plane) of area S and sides a, b, c. The following
inequality [, ] is well known:
a + b + c ≥ √S + (a – b) + (b – c) + (c – a). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ this triangle is regular.
Let n be an n-dimensional simplex (in the n-dimensional Euclidean space En) of vol-
ume V and edge lengths ai (i = , , . . . , n(n + )). Let Ai (i = , , . . . ,n) be the vertices of
n, Fi be the (n– )-dimensional volume of the ith face fi = A · · ·Ai–Ai+ · · ·An+ ((n– )-
dimensional simplex) for i = , , . . . ,n. In , Chen andMa extended the inequality (.)
to an n-simplex and established Finsler-Hadwiger type inequality for the edge length and









V n + n(n – )
∑
≤i<j≤  n(n+)
(ai – aj). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
In , Leng and Tang established another kind of Finsler-Hadwiger type inequality for








n + n – 
∑
≤i<j≤n
(Fi – Fj). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
In this paper, we will discuss problem for generalized Finsler-Hadwiger type inequali-
ties for k-dimensional face areas and the volume of an n-simplex, and establish generalized
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Finsler-Hadwiger type inequalities for an n-simplex. From these inequalities, generaliza-
tions of some inequalities for an n-simplex are obtained.
2 Main results
Let R and r be the circumradius and the inradius of the simplex n, respectively. Let
V denote the volume of the n-dimensional regular simplex with circumradius R. For




= (n+)!(k+)!(n–k)! . Let Vi(k) (i = , , . . . ,μn,k) denote the
k-dimensional volumes of the k-dimensional subsimplices ofn. Ourmain results are the
following theorems.
Theorem  Let n be an n-simplex, nature number k ∈ [,n – ], real numbers α ∈ (, ]





















V αi (k) –V αj (k)
). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
Theorem  Let n be an n-simplex, nature number k ∈ [,n – ], real numbers α ∈ (, ]





















V αi (k) –V αj (k)
). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
Notice From the inequality R ≥ nr and Lemma , we have Rnr ≥  and VV ≥ , respec-
tively. Further, according to the conditions of equalities hold, we now consider a class of
n-simplices ϕ inscribed in an (n – )-dimensional sphere of radius R (where R is constant
number). If the radius r of an n-simplex in ϕ is suﬃciently small, then Rnr is large enough.
Similarly, if the volume V of an n-simplex in ϕ is suﬃciently small, then VV is suﬃciently
large.
Take λ = n +  – k, from Theorem  or Theorem  we derive an inequality for a simplex
as follows.
Corollary  Let n be an n-simplex and real number α ∈ (, ]. Then
μn,k∑
i=














V αi (k) –V αj (k)
). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
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By taking k =  and α =  in the inequality (.) we can obtain the inequality (.). Take
k = n –  and α =  in the inequality (.) we can obtain the inequality (.).
Take k = , α =  and λ = n in Theorem  and Theorem , we get generalizations of the
inequality (.) as follows.














+ n(n – )
∑
≤i<j≤  n(n+)














+ n(n – )
∑
≤i<j≤  n(n+)
(ai – aj). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
Take k = n – , α = , and λ =  in Theorem  and Theorem ; we get generalizations of
the inequality (.) as follows.












n + n – 
∑
≤i<j≤n












n + n – 
∑
≤i<j≤n
(Fi – Fj). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
To prove the above theorems, we need some lemmas as follows.


















with equality iﬀ n is regular.









(n!) n (VR) n , (.)
with equality iﬀ n is regular.
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Lemma  [, ] For an n-simplex n, we have
V ≤





with equality iﬀ n is regular.





≥ [nn–(n + )–(n+)(n–)]  (n!)–nVn–n–R. (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.



















with equality iﬀ n is regular.
Lemma  For an n-simplex n, we have







n R n , (.)
with equality iﬀ n is regular.
Proof Let P be an interior point of n and di the distance from the point P to the ith face
fi of n for i = , , . . . ,n. Obviously, we have
∑n



































≤ (n!)n[(n + )n(n+)nn–]–  V
n
R . (.)
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We now take the point P is the incenter of n, then di = r for i = , , . . . ,n. Thus from
(.) we can obtain the inequality (.). It is easy to see that equality holds in (.) iﬀ
n is regular. 







































Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
Proof We have the well-known inequality [, , ]





Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.

























(n!) n (n + ) n–n
V n–n . (.)
Thus, inequality (.) is valid for k = n – . We now prove that inequality (.) is valid
for  ≤ k < n – . Substituting (.) into (.) we can obtain inequality (.). So the
inequality (.) is valid for ≤ k < n– . It is easy to see that equality holds in (.) iﬀ n
is regular.
By Lemma  we have
V =


















(n!V ) n+ . (.)











(n!) n (n + ) n–n
V n–n . (.)
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Thus the equality (.) is valid for k = n – . Now we prove that inequality (.) is valid
for ≤ k < n– . Substituting (.) into the right of (.) we can obtain inequality (.).
So the inequality (.) is valid for ≤ k < n–. It is easy to see that equality holds in (.)
iﬀ n is regular. 




















with equality iﬀ n is regular.
Proof of Theorem  and Theorem  The inequality (.) can be written as
μn,k∑
i=
V αi (k) + 
∑
≤i<j≤μn,k
















V kαn . (.)
Now we prove that the inequality (.) is valid.
Let p(k,α, δ) denote the left of the inequality (.). Then
p(k,α, δ) = 
∑
≤i<j≤μn,k
V αi (k)V αj (k) – (n – k)
μn,k∑
i=























iq (k) + (n +  – k – λ)
μn,k∑
i=
V αi (k), (.)
where σ = {(i, i, . . . , ik+)| there exists a (k +)-subsimplex AiAi · · ·Aik+ ofn, such that
its k+ side areas areVi (k),Vi (k), . . . ,Vik+ (k) (≤ i < i < · · · < ik+μn,k)}, and τ = {(ip, iq)|
there is not a (k + )-subsimplex of n, such that its two side areas are Vip (k), Viq (k)}.
















μn,k – (n – k)(k + ) – 
]
.
We putm = |σ |, thenm = (n+k+
)
= n–kk+ ·μn,k . If (i, i, . . . , ik+) ∈ σ , we use Vi(k +) to denote











≥ k(k + )
[ (k + )
k + 








Equality holds iﬀ the simplex AiAi · · ·Aik+ is regular.
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[ (k + )
k + 








≥ μn,k+k(k + )
[ (k + )
k + 















[ (k + )
k + 




























V kαn . (.)










































V kαn . (.)
From (.), (.), and (.) we get














V kαn . (.)
Thus the equality (.) is valid. It is easy to prove that the equality holds iﬀ n is regular.

Similarly, we can prove that (.) is true by the same method.
3 Some applications
Geometric inequalities for simplices which are the simplest and useful polytopes have
been a very attractive subject for a long time. Mitrinović, Pečarić, Volenec, Zhang and
Yang and other authors have obtained a great number of elegant results (see []). Specially,
we mention the well-known Euler inequality for a simplex, inequalities for the width of a
simplex, and inequalities related the interior point of a simplex. In this section we shall
improve these inequalities by using the results in the above section.
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LF Tóth extended the Euler inequality R≥ r for a triangle to an n-dimensional simplex
and obtained the Euler inequality for an n-simplex as follows [, ]:
R≥ nr. (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
Let O and I denote the circumcenter and the incenter of an n-simplex n, respectively.
LetG be the barycenter of n. Klamkin [, ] and Yang andWang obtained the following
generalizations of (.):
R – |OI| ≥ (nr), (.)
R – |OG| ≥ (nr). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
We shall use these results in the above section to study related inequalities, andweobtain
a strengthened Euler inequality as follows.
Theorem  For an n-simplex n and k = , , . . . ,n – , we have
(



























Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
If take k =  and k = n –  in (.) and (.), we get two corollaries as follows.
Corollary  For an n-simplex n and k = , , . . . ,n – , we have





(nr) + n(n – )
∑
≤i<j≤  n(n+)
(ai – aj), (.)





(nr) + n(n – )
∑
≤i<j≤  n(n+)
(ai – aj), (.)
with equality iﬀ n is regular.
Corollary  For an n-simplex n and k = , , . . . ,n – , we have
(





(nr)(n–) + n – 
∑
≤i<j≤n
(Fi – Fj), (.)
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(





(nr)(n–) + n – 
∑
≤i<j≤n
(Fi – Fj). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.













































ai = (n + )R (.)












Equality holds iﬀ n is regular. When k = , then (.) is the identity.







We use the well-known inequality in []
V ≥ n
n
 (n + ) n+
n! r
n, (.)
with equality iﬀ n is regular.
From (.), (.), and (.) we can obtain (.). By (.), (.), and (.) we can
obtain (.). It is easy to see that equality holds in (.) or (.) iﬀ n is regular. 
Let ω be the width of n. We put
βn =
n[ n+ ](n +  – [
n+
 ])
(n + ) .
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In , Alexander [, ] proved Sallee’s conjecture and obtained the inequality
ω– ≥ βnR–. (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
In , Yang and Zhang [, ] improved (.) and established an inequality as follows:
ω– ≥ βn (n + )
n+
n
n · (n!) n
V– n , (.)
with equality iﬀ n is regular.
In this section, we shall give generalizations of the equalities (.) and (.) by using
(.) and (.) in the above section.







(n + ) n+n
n · (n!) n












(n + ) n+n
n · (n!) n





(Fi – Fj). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
Proof We use the well-known inequality in [] as follows:
ω ≤
[ n(n + )











Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
The above inequality can be written as
ω– ≥ βn · n + n
∑n
i= Fi
V  . (.)
By (.) and (.) we can get (.), and from (.) and (.) we can get (.). 
Substituting (.) into (.) and (.) we obtain generalizations of the inequality (.)
as follows.






















(Fi – Fj). (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
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For i = , , . . . ,n, let hi be the altitude of the ith face of the simplex n. The following
inequality is well known (see []):









Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
By using the results in Section  we can obtain generalizations of the inequality (.)
as follows.

















μn,k – (n +  – k)























μn,k – (n +  – k)







Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.



























Using the formula Fi = nVhi (see []) and (.) we get
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We use the well-known inequality in [, ] as follows:
n∏
i=
hi ≥ (n + )n+rn+, (.)
with equality holding iﬀ n is regular.
From (.) and (.) we can obtain (.). It is easy to see that equality holds iﬀ n is
regular.
By a similar method we can prove that inequality (.) is also valid. 
Let P be an interior point of n and di the distance from the point P to the ith face fi of













For any natural numberm > , Leng and Ma [] obtained an inequality as follows:
[ ∑
≤i<j≤n










Equalities hold in (.) and (.) iﬀ n is regular and P is the center of n.
By using the results in the Section  we can obtain generalizations of (.) and (.)
as follows.












































(Fi – Fj). (.)
Equality holds in (.) or (.) iﬀ n is regular and P is the center of n.
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Equality holds iﬀ n is regular.
















(n!)(n + )n(n – )
∑
≤i<j≤n
(Fi – Fj). (.)
From (.) and (.) we can obtain (.). It is easy to see that equality holds in (.)
iﬀ n is regular and P is the center of n.
By a similar method we can prove that (.) is valid. 










































(ai – aj). (.)







m · nn+(n – ) .

























· [(μn,)m – 
] m
n 
V  . (.)
Equality holds iﬀ n is regular and P is the center of n.






Substituting (.) into (.) and using (.) we can obtain (.). It is easy to see that
equality holds in (.) iﬀ n is regular and P is the center of n.
The proof of (.) is similar. 
In fact, the strengthening of some well-known inequalities for simplices can be derived
from Theorem  and Theorem . In this paper, we omit the details.
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